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Introduction
Ranking is a central part of information retrieval. Many ranking models have been developed, including BM25 [Robertson 94], PageRank [Brin 98 ] and so on. Modern web search engines commonly analyze and combine a large number of ranking features extracted from the submitted query and stored documents in order to appropriately rank the data against the given query [Büttcher 09 ]. The ranking function is a core component that outputs the final score used to determine the order of search results.
A recent research direction to construct appropriate ranking functions is to use the machine learning framework to construct appropriate ranking functions [Liu 11 ] since manual parameter tuning is usually very difficult, especially when there are many features. In general, training data of learning to rank problems consists of queries, their corresponding retrieved documents, and relevance judg-ments provided by human assessors. There are three major approaches for learning ranking functions, namely pointwise, pairwise and listwise approaches [Liu 11 ]. They differ in terms of the type of objective function used. The pointwise approach function so as to minimize a loss function that is defined on individual document relevance judgments. The pairwise approach trains a ranking function so as to minimize a loss function based on pairwise preferences. The ranking problem is transformed into the binary classification problem. The problem with this approach is that the objective function is formalized as minimizing errors in pairwise preference classification rather than the ranking of documents. The listwise approach trains a ranking function so as to minimize a loss function based directly or indirectly on IR measures. Since some listwise methods adopt evaluation measures such as NDCG or MAP as the objective function [Taylor 08, Valizadegan 09, Xu 07, Yue 07], the listwise methods are considered to outperform the pairwise approach in general. Instead, listwise methods incur high computational cost since they calculate the loss function based on a document list in a query.
We focus on online learning to rank algorithms in this paper. There are two reasons for our focus on online learning: (1) enhanced learnability even when challenged with large-scale datasets. (2) fast and incremental learning. With regard to the first reason, large amounts of human relevance judgments can recently be easily obtained from crowdsourcing services (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turks * 1 ). In the machine learning framework, training with larger datasets is expected to achieve higher accuracy. With regard to the second reason, recency ranking, which immediately reflects users interests via real-time feedback, has attracted attention in recent years [Dong 10, Inagaki 10, Moon 10] . Given this background, fast and incremental learning algorithms are required to adjust existing models to suit the users' preferences.
Several online learning to rank methods have been described in previous studies including perceptron-based algorithms [Crammer 01, Elsas 08] and a stochastic algorithm [Sculley 09], which randomly samples document pairs to update weights. The advantage of the conventional online learning to rank algorithms is their lightweight parameter update procedure because the loss function is based on document pairs. We aim to modify the conventional online pairwise approach to construct a selective pairwise approach that replicates the high performance of the listwise approach while matching the low computational cost of the pairwise approach. The novel online learning to rank algorithm proposed in this paper, PARank-NDCG, uses the NDCG measure, which is commonly used in information retrieval. To assign priority scores to the pairs, PARank-NDCG sets the margin size according to the NDCG measure. PARank-NDCG selects the pair that has the maximum loss value, and then updates the weight vector using the Passive-Aggressive algorithm (PA) [Crammer 06 ]. The reasons for choosing PA as the base algorithm are (1) we can model the priority as the margin size, and (2) it updates the weight in closed form so that only one update procedure is required to rank the selected pair correctly.
We also propose to introduce the ramp loss function to avoid noise effects in the training data. The pairwise approach is known to be sensitive to noise in the training data since a mis-labeled relevance judgment on a document would lead to a large number of mis-labeled document pairs [Chapelle 11 ]. As robust training of a rank- * 1 https://www.mturk.com/mturk/ ing function is one of the chief goals in learning to rank [Chapelle 11 ], we resolve this problem to improve the performance of PARank-NDCG.
We conduct experiments on the large-scale MSLR-WEB dataset to evaluate our method and other existing online learning to rank algorithms including Stochastic Pairwise Descent [Sculley 09] and Committee Perceptron [Elsas 08] .
The major contributions of this paper are: • We propose the selective pairwise approach that selects the max-loss pair in order of priority based on IR evaluation measures.
• We develop a novel online learning to rank algorithm that prepares different margin sizes for the pairs of different relevance levels to achieve high retrieval accuracy while holding the cost to linearithmic-time.
• We adopt the ramp loss function in the proposed method to avoid the negative effects of noise in the training data. We also verify that ramp loss works effectively in learning to rank tasks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we describe learning to rank and IR evaluation measures. In Chapter 3, we present the proposed method and its algorithm. We report the experiments conducted and their results in Chapter 4, and discuss the results in Chapter 5. We review related works in Chapter 6 and conclude the paper in Chapter 7.
learning to rank
In this chapter, we summarize the framework of learning to rank and we introduce two conventional methods based on the pairwise approach. Next, we briefly introduce the IR evaluation measure used in this paper.
Learning to rank algorithms use training data in a supervised learning framework to generate a ranking function. Training data D consists of query set Q, search result documents for each query, and relevance judgments for each query-document pair. The documents returned for query q ∈ Q are represented by d (q) 
where n q is the number of search result documents for query q. Each query-document pair is represented by feature vector φ(d
where m is the number of ranking features. Note that each document may have different relevance levels due to the input query because relevance judgments are annotated in terms of the search request.
2·1 Pairwise Approach
In the pairwise approach, the algorithms use query-document pairs consisting of two documents that have different relevance levels. Assume that there are two documents (x (q) a and x (q) b ) with different relevance levels for the same query q. We can tackle the ranking problem as a binary classification problem by considering
In this paper, we omit (q) if it is obvious.
RankingSVM (RSVM) [Joachims 02 ] is a well-known pairwise learning to rank algorithm, and uses the pairwise framework to generate a ranking model. RSVM solves the following optimization problem:
This problem can be solved in the same way as standard SVM.
Online learning to rank algorithms based on the pairwise approach have been proposed. We explain Stochastic Pairwise Descent (SPD) [Sculley 09] framework with the Passive-Aggressive algorithm (PA) [Crammer 06] as its learner for updating.
SPD samples a query-document pair from all possible query-document pairs in each iteration and executes the update procedure. Perceptron, PA, or online SVM can be selected as the learner in the update procedure, Since our proposed method is an extension of the PA algorithm, we describe the standard PA algorithm for pairwise learning to rank.
PA is an online linear classification algorithm that performs minimal weight updating if the loss value of the current training instance is greater than zero. Let the feature expression of given document pair x t be x a − x b and the difference of the relevance levels be y t = sign(y a − y b ). The PA algorithm formalizes the weight update of w t in the t-th iteration as the following optimization problem:
(1) Here, t is the hinge loss, which is calculated by
When y t (w t · x t ) is larger than the margin size of 1, t becomes zero, and weight update is not executed. Otherwise, it updates the weight vector to make loss t equal to zero while it minimizes the L2 norm of the difference between the current weight and the updated weight. Using the Lagrange multipliers method, we can derive the following closed form to solve w t+1 from Eq. 1.
Here, w t+1 is set to correctly classify input x t . In this way, the PA algorithm updates a weight vector for error correction in one trial. By using slack variable ξ to take account of constraint errors, we can derive a closed form of the weight update equation in the same way [Crammer 06 ]. PA-I, which corresponds to one-norm soft-margin SVM, updates the weight by using aggressiveness parameter C:
2·2 IR Evaluation Measure
In typical search engines, errors in higher positions in the search result are considered more critical than those in lower positions. Thus, document with higher relevance levels should be ranked higher than documents with lower relevance levels. IR evaluation measures such as NDCG reflect this demand. In this paper, we adopt Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [Järvelin 02], which is widely used in IR evaluations. Although Mean Average Precision (MAP) [Büttcher 09 ] is also commonly used in information retrieval, MAP does not evaluate multi-level relevance levels so it is not used in this paper. Many learning to rank algorithms also aim to improve the NDCG measures [Burges 06, Taylor 08, Xu 07]. NDCG is an evaluation measure that especially focuses on higher positions in the ranking list and higher relevance levels. The value in each position is given an exponential increase in the score against the relevance level whereas the value is decreased logarithmically against the rank. NDCG@k, which is the evaluation measure of the top k in the search results, is calculated as follows [Järvelin 02]:
i is the relevance judgments of the i-th document in query q, and maxDCG q @k is the DCG@k value of the ideal ranking for query q. After normalization, NDCG@k ∈ (0, 1]. Since most search engines display ten results per page, the range NDCG@1-10 is commonly used to evaluate learning to rank algorithms.
PARank-NDCG
In this paper, we propose a novel online learning to rank algorithm that prepares a different margin size for each pair to assign priority, and then selects the max-loss pair for weight updating. We refer to our algorithm as PARank-NDCG (Passive-Aggressive Rank based on NDCG) since it focuses on optimizing approximated NDCG values. PARank-NDCG aims to learn the model that can properly rank documents by using different margin sizes for each query and each document pair. The motivation of having different margin sizes is based on the problem that existing pairwise methods give equivalent loss to all pairs regardless of their relevance levels. For example, they assume that pair (y a , y b ) = (5, 1) and pair (y a , y b ) = (2, 1) should be assigned the same loss. This is inappropriate in terms of the multi-level relevance IR evaluation measures such as NDCG.
We first explain how to reflect the NDCG measure in the margin size, and then introduce the max-loss update; we detail an efficient method of finding the max-loss pair. After we describe the ramp loss function, we show details of the PARank-NDCG algorithm.
3·1 Margin Settings Based on NDCG
As described above, the general PA updates a weight with the loss prepared assuming that all document pairs have the same margin size. We propose to use different margin sizes based on approximated NDCG for each relevance level pair. Adapting margin sizes to the different samples is often used in cost-sensitive learning [Shen 05 ]. Using different margin sizes for each pair in terms of evaluation measures improves the performance of the proposed method. We prepare adaptive margin size E q (y a , y b ) for query q and the combination of relevance levels y a and y b instead of the constant margin in Eq. 2. Thus we use the following loss function:
(3) We provide a simple overview of setting a different margin size for each pair with different relevance levels in Figure 1. In this example, four-level relevance judgments are assigned to the documents constituting the search results of a query. There are margins of different sizes between the different relevance levels, and the aim is to set the appropriate margin size in terms of NDCG values.
We explain here how to calculate E q (y a , y b ). Margin size E q (y a , y b ) of the pair of relevance levels y a and y b (where y a > y b ) for query q is calculated based on the drop in NDCG value when we swap the document of relevance level y a and the document of relevance level y b for query q.
We consider the example in which there are (3, 3, 2, 3) documents for relevance levels (4, 3, 2, 1) in query q. In this example, there exist 3 × 3 = 9 patterns for swaping a document of relevance level four with a document of relevance level three.
Our method considers only one combination, the one that gives the maximum decrease in NDCG value compared to ideal ranking. That is, we utilize the NDCG value drops by swapping the highest positioned document with relevance level four and the lowest positioned document with relevance level three. We refer to this value as ΔNDCG q (4, 3). In this case, the NDCG value after swapping the documents becomes 0.88, thus, ΔNDCG q (4, 3) = 1 − 0.88 = 0.12. In this way, ΔNDCG is calculated by
Here, scaling parameter E scale is set to make the minimum margin 1 and we use this parameter in scaling:
Since the distribution of relevance levels in any training data set varies with the query [Minka 08], we set the margin sizes to suit each query. Thus, we prepare margin sizes E q (y a , y b ) for each pair in query q. We refer to this margin setting method as ΔNDCG.
3·2 Max-loss update and Fast selection method
The selective pairwise method has a mechanism that preferentially selects a document pair that could most affect the NDCG measure. We introduce the max-loss update, which is also used in PA [Crammer 06], to build the selective pairwise method. Different from SPD's use of random sampling of the document pair, max-loss update selects the document pair that has the maximum loss value t in the query, and then updates the weight in the manner of PA. This is intuitive; the correction of the pair that has the maximum loss value yields the effective minimization of the overall loss value. Since we use Eq. 3 to calculate the loss value, the mis-ranked document pair that decreases NDCG value is chosen as the max-loss pair. PAbased update then makes the weight value fit the selected pair.
The number of all document pairs for the query is of the order O(n 2 q ), where n q is the number of documents returned for query q. In the worst case, the naive approach incurs O(n 2 q ) computation cost to calculate priorities for all pairs to find the max-loss pair. We will show that the margin setting method can decrease the computation cost to linearithmic-time against document size when finding the exact max-loss pair.
Since the margin is given for two different relevance levels, not for each pair, the loss value incurred by a margin size is identical for all pairs of two different relevance levels. Here, we let the higher relevance level be r h and the lower relevance Level be r l (r l < r h ). The loss differs in w t · x t , which can be decomposed to w t · x a − w t · x b . Thus, we can easily find the local max-loss pair with the combination of two relevance levels by selecting the minimum value of w t · x a in the higher relevance level (i.e., y a = r h ) and the maximum value of w t · x b in the lower relevance level (i.e., y b = r l .) The global max-loss pair for the query certainly exists in the local max-loss pairs of all combinations of relevance levels. The number of local max-loss pairs is equivalent to the total combination number of relevance levels in the query.
We analyze the computation cost of this approach. Let m be the number of ranking features, and R the number of relevance levels in the training data. First, we calculate the score of each document given the current weight vec-tor. The time needed is proportional to the document number, i.e., O(n q · m). Here we can ignore all documents other than the two documents that have the maximum or the minimum score, in the relevance level. The calculation cost to find these two documents is O(n q ). Note that we need not consider the maximum-scored document in the highest relevance level and the minimum-scored document in the lowest relevance level. Thus, only 1 2 R(R − 1) pairs need be considered. Finally, the overall computation cost is O(n q · m + n q + 1 2 R (R − 1) ). Since the number of relevance levels in the dataset is usually around three to five, at most ten, we can regard 1 2 R(R − 1) as a constant value compared to n q · m. Thus, the max-loss pair selection procedure of PARank-NDCG can be considered as a linear-time algorithm to document size. This analysis indicates that PARank-NDCG can scale to large-scale datasets.
We show a real example using the MSLR-WEB10K dataset in the following experiments. In the dataset, one query has, on average, 120 documents (5,264 document pairs) and the dataset contains five-level relevance judgments. Our method requires only 10 calculations of the loss value to find the global maximum-loss pair while the naive approach requires 5,264 calculations at most. We note that the number of pairs is less than n 2 q if there are more than two relevance levels and the naive method can make use of the inner-product cache to avoid redundant calculations in determining the loss value.
3·3 Robust Learning using Ramp Loss
The learning to rank task is known to suffer from noise in the training data since it degrades the generated ranking functions [Chapelle 11, Xu 10]. Since we employ the selective pairwise approach, our method can be expected to suffer from noisy data. That is, if the algorithm selects a misjudged or meaningless document pair when optimizing the evaluation measure, the weight update might degrade the final output.
To resolve this problem, we propose to introduce the ramp loss function [Collobert 06 ]. Ramp loss gives constant loss values to the samples whose loss values exceed a threshold in the hinge loss function. Although ramp loss was originally proposed to reduce the number of support vectors and thus shorten the training time of SVM, it is also known to offer robustness against noisy data [Collobert 06, Wang 10] We show the differences between hinge loss and ramp loss in Figure 3 . In this figure, x-axis plots the w t · x t value and y-axis plots the size of losses. In this example, the margin size for each loss function is set to 1. Both loss functions give no loss value to the samples outside the margins (w t · x t ≥ 1). With hinge loss, the loss value is proportional to the distance from the margin. By contrast, the ramp loss assigns an identical loss value to the data whose errors exceed a certain level (w t · x t ≤ −1). Thus, ramp loss has the effect of preventing excessively large loss values from being assigned to greatly misranked pairs. With ramp loss, we still use E q (y a , y b ) for margin size and use constant value (−1) as the start point of constancy in the usual manner of applying ramp loss. Thus, the loss value of weight vector w t in the t-th iteration for the pair consisting of document a with relevance level y a and document b with relevance level y b is calculated as ramp t
According to [Wang 10 ], the update equation is
We note that with the ramp loss function, our max-loss update procedure selects the document pair that has the highest loss value while it holds −1 < w t · x t < E q (y a , y b ) as the max-loss pair because the document pair that holds w t · x t ≤ −1, or E q (y a , y b ) ≤ w t · x t does not change weight value as in Eq. 5. For example, consider that our fast selection method finds that the pair that has the maximum w t · x t value consists of two documents (x a and x b ). x a has the minimum score w t · x a in the relevance level of y a and x b has the highest score w t · x b in relevance level
, the selection is not appropriate in terms of the update with ramp loss. Thus, the naive use of fast selection may not work.
To enable fast selection while using ramp loss, we sort the documents in the relevance level by the calculated score w t · x for each relevance level. Thus, we can easily find the pair that has the maximum loss value in the pairs that hold w t · x t ≤ −1. Precisely, the sort cost is R i n q,i log n q,i where n q,i is the document number in the i-th relevance level for query q (thus, i n q,i = n q ). Since R i n q,i log n q,i < n q log n q , we describe O(n q log n q ). Thus, the overall computation cost is O(n q · m + n q log n q + 1 2 R(R − 1)) and we can regard 1 2 R(R − 1) as a constant value compared to n q · (m + log n q ). Then, PARank-NDCG with the ramp loss can be considered as a linearithmic-time algorithm to document size.
Since the documents in the same relevance level are sorted by the value of w t · x a (a = 1, . . . , n q ), the procedure repeatedly switches document pair and evaluates w t · x a − w t · x b until it finds the document pair that satisfies w t · x t < E q (y a , y b ). Although it takes O(n q ) calculation cost in the worst case, the procedure usually can find the document pair that satisfies w t · x t < E q (y a , y b ) early in the procedure. Thus this procedure is still much faster than the naive method, which calculates loss values for all document pairs to find the document pair that satisfies w t · x t < E q (y a , y b ). To investigate the training efficiency of our fast selection method, we compare the actual calculation time of these methods using the real dataset in Section 4·3.
3·4 Algorithm
We tag PARank-NDCG as Algorithm 1. PARank-NDCG receives training data D, the number of repetitions T , and parameter C as input. First, it calculates E q values for each query in the training data. Next, it updates the weight vector for each incoming query. In the update phase, it selects the document pair that provides the maximum loss value, and then updates the weight. Here, for all queries q in Q do 5: ; x a , x b , y a , y b , q) 6: 
Evaluation
This section describes experiments conducted with PARank-NDCG, and compares its performance to conventional learning to rank algorithms. First, we compare our method to the conventional online learning to rank algorithms on large-scale datasets to verify its performance as an online algorithm. Second, we compared the learning curves and calculation time of these methods to evaluate the efficiency of PARank-NDCG.
4·1 Datasets
The experiments were conducted using the recently released Microsoft Learning to Rank (MSLR-WEB) benchmark dataset * 2 , which consists of MSLR-WEB10K and MSLR-WEB30K.
In this paper, we use the MSLR-WEB dataset to evaluate our method because (1) it is large enough to provide a valid assessment, (2) the dataset is suitable for the evaluation of actual web search engine settings.
We summarize the datasets in Table 2 . #query is the total number of queries in the dataset, #doc/#query is the average number of query-document pairs per query. All query-document pairs in the MSLR-WEB dataset were assigned five-level relevance judgments by human assessors. The default setting of the these five-level relevance judg- * 2 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/mslr/ ments in the attached evaluation tool for NDCG calculation was (15, 7, 3, 1, 0). A detailed explanation of the feature sets in the MSLR-WEB dataset is publicly available on the web page * 3 . Some of the document-query features provided in this collection are query term frequency in title or abstract, BM25 score, and language model scores with various smoothing parameters. We normalized the feature values to the [0, 1] interval by linear scaling.
4·2 Experiments on MSLR-WEB
As the baseline online learning to rank algorithms, we selected Committee Perceptron (ComP) [Elsas 08] and Stochastic Pairwise Descent (SPD) [Sculley 09]. We implemented ComP by C++ and we used the sofia-ml * 4 as the SPD implementation. For ComP, we used the weighted averaging strategy, which uses a validation set to calculate weights for hypotheses in terms of NDCG since it performs as well as BordaFuse method [Elsas 08] but unlike BordaFuse it does not need to store all the hypotheses when calculating the final ranking. We selected Pegasos-SVM (SPD-SVM) and PA-I (SPD-PA) as the learning methods for SPD and used rank as the sampling method since it outperformed query-norm-rank in preliminary experiments. As the baseline batch learning to rank algorithm, we selected RSVM. We used svm rank * 5 as the RSVM implementation.
MSLR-WEB10K and MSLR-WEB30K have been already split into five for cross-validation (three training sets, one validation set, and one test set). In our experiments, we used the split dataset to conduct 5-fold cross validations. The T value of PARank-NDCG was set to 10 for both MSLR-WEB10K and MSLR-WEB30K. Since the training dataset of each fold contains 6,000 queries on MSLR-WEB10K and 18,000 queries on MSLR-WEB30K, these settings yield 60,000 and 180,000 iterations for each dataset. The iteration number of ComP, SPD-SVM, and SPD-PA was set to 100,000 according to [Sculley 09] for the MSLR-WEB10K dataset, and 300,000 for the MSLR-WEB30K dataset. Trade-off parameter C for PARank-NDCG, SPD-SVM, SPD-PA and RSVM was chosen from {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0} so as to achieve the highest NDCG@10 value in the validation set. Committee number for ComP was selected from {10, 30, 50, 100} so as to maximize the NDCG@10 value in the validation set.
We evaluated each method by NDCG@1-10, and applied t-test with significant levels of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.05. We show the results in Table 1 • For the MSLR-WEB10K dataset, PARank-NDCG is a significant improvement over SPD-SVM, SPD-PA, ComP for NDCG@1-10 (p < 0.001), RSVM for NDCG@1-4 (p < 0.01), NDCG@5-7 (p < 0.05). • For the MSLR-WEB30K dataset, PARank-NDCG is a significant improvement over SPD-SVM, SPD-PA, Comp and RSVM for NDCG@1-10 (p < 0.001).
The results show that our method outperforms the conventional online learning to rank algorithms and pairwise batch-learning method.
4·3 Efficiency Analysis
We compared the learning curves of PARank-NDCG, SPD-PA and ComP to verify the learning efficiency of PARank-NDCG. We used Fold1 of the MSLR-WEB10K dataset. We created a model using the training data, and then evaluated the NDCG@10 value on the test dataset. Each method used the parameter that achieved the highest NDCG@10 value of three methods on the validation set, i.e., C = 10.0 for PARank-NDCG, C = 0.01 for SPD-PA and 10 committees for ComP.
We show the transition of NDCG@10 value on the test dataset for each iteration in Figure 4 . We confirmed that PARank-NDCG offers a more rapid increase in NDCG@10 than SPD-PA or ComP. PARank-NDCG also offers stable performance after 300 iterations. Since PARank-NDCG uses the training data of an incoming query for each iteration, 300 iterations correspond to the 300 queries and they are only 1/20 of the whole training dataset. This indicates that early termination of training in PARank-NDCG would not harm the final result. Figure 4 also shows that PARank-NDCG with only 3,000 iterations achieves the same performance as SPD-PA with 100,000 iterations. This result indicates that PARank-NDCG has very fast learning and indeed the one-pass procedure is possible with PARank-NDCG. This means that PARank-NDCG needs to store only the partial data that corresponds to the current query, not the entire training data set.
We also evaluated the calculation cost of the proposed method. As we have already confirmed that PARank-NDCG outperforms SPD-PA and ComP even with one-pass update, we compare the training time of one-pass PARank-NDCG to those of the other algorithms, SPD-PA, ComP and RSVM. Calculation time is the average training time of Fold1-5 on the MSLR-WEB10K dataset. To verify the effectiveness of the fast selection method, we also calculated the training time of PARank-NDCG without the fast selection method, that is, the method calculates the loss value for all document pairs for a query to find the maxloss pair. We refer to this variant as PARank-NDCG naive. Note that PARank-NDCG naive makes use of inner-product cache to avoid the redundant calculation of w t · x t . We show the results in Table 3 . Table 3 confirms that PARank-NDCG offers significantly faster training than ComP or RSVM. We also confirm that the fast selection method greatly reduces the training time, from 44.73 sec. to 6.94 sec.
Note that the training time of PARank-NDCG includes the margin setting time. Since it takes 5.7 seconds on average to calculate the margin sizes on the MSLR-WEB10K dataset, these results verify that the weight update procedure of PARank-NDCG is as fast as the random sampling strategy such as SPD-SVM and SPD-PA while PARank-NDCG outperforms them.
Discussions
The results gained from MSLR-WEB show that PARank-NDCG achieves higher retrieval accuracy in terms of NDCG than SPD-SVM, SPD-PA and RSVM. From the finding that NDCG@k with small k values achieves better results than with large k values, our method emphasizes the improvement in search results with higher positions. In this chapter, we investigate the effect of (1) margin setting based on evaluation measures, and (2) ramp loss.
First, we verified the effect of basing the margin setting method on ΔNDCG values. We compared the ΔNDCG margin (ΔNDCG) to constant margins (const.), which are used by conventional PA algorithms such as SPD-PA. To verify the effect clearly, we also tested two methods whose algorithm is based on hinge loss in addition to ramp loss. Figure 5 shows the loss functions of those settings.
We show the NDCG@1-10 values of the four methods in Figure 6 . Experimental settings are the same as in Section 4·2. Figure 6 shows that regardless of which loss function is selected, the methods with ΔNDCG outperform constant margins for both MSLR-WEB10K and MSLR-WEB30K (p < 0.001). This result confirms that our margin setting method can improve ranking effectiveness.
We also verified the effect of the ramp loss. The comparison of method (a) to (b) in Figure 6 showed that method (b), which uses ramp loss, outperforms (a) with respect to NDCG@2-10 for both MSLR-WEB10K and MSLR-WEB30K (p < 0.001). Also, the comparison of (c) to (d) in Figure 6 showed that ramp loss improves NDCG values even with constant margins (p < 0.001). This result shows that using ramp loss as the loss function of PARank-NDCG can improve search accuracy, as well as showing that ramp loss is effective in learning to rank tasks.
Related work
A large number of studies have been conducted on learning to rank and its application to information retrieval. computational cost to obtain the permutation that achieves the maximum weighted value for each update iteration.
We conducted partial experiments using MQ2007 dataset [Liu 07] to compare AdaRank NDCG [Xu 07], which directly optimizes NDCG value. The experimental settings are basically same as in Section 4·2. We confirmed that our method outperforms AdaRank NDCG with regard to NDCG@1-10 values. Sepcifically, PARank-NDCG outperforms AdaRank-NDCG by 0.012 points on NDCG@1 and 0.005 points on NDCG@1-10 average.
Since IR evaluation measures such as NDCG or MAP are indifferentiable as regards the weight parameter, we cannot obtain gradient values to optimize these evaluation measures. Thus, some previous works prepare an approximate objective function to optimize IR evaluation measures indirectly. Taylor Similar to our approach, Cao et al. [Cao 06 ] propose to modify the hinge loss of RSVM by considering two factors: relevance levels from which the pairs were obtained; the number of pairs in the query. Their method, called RSVM-IR, calculates the loss penalty value by using the averaged dropping value of NDCG@1, which is obtained by randomly selecting pairs from the selected relevance levels. Our method differs in two points: First, our method incorporates the decrease of NDCG values in margin size, not the degrees of slopes. Second, the algorithm takes the averaged decrease in NDCG values compared to ideal ranking when randomly swapping the positions of documents in the rankings for all queries. On the other hand, our method prepares margin sizes using the worst dropping NDCG value in the ideal ranking for each query.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a selective pairwise approach that selects the most effective pair in order of priority based on IR evaluation measures. We developed PARank-NDCG, a novel online learning to rank algorithm that prepares different margin sizes for pairs at different relevance levels based on approximated NDCG values. PARank-NDCG adopts the max-loss update strategy to select the pair that has the highest priority in terms of the approximated NDCG. It also adopts ramp loss as its loss function to counter the problems caused by noise in the training data.
Experiments on two large-scale datasets, MSLR-WEB10K and MSLR-WEB30K, showed that PARank-NDCG outperforms key conventional online learning to rank algorithms including Stochastic Pairwise Descent, Committee Perceptron and the batch learning to rank algorithm Rank-ingSVM. An efficiency analysis showed that the weight update procedure of PARank-NDCG with the fast selec-tion method is as fast as the random sampling strategy while PARank-NDCG outperforms the random sampling methods such as SPD-PA, SPD-SVM for NDCG@1-10.
Another contribution of this paper is that it verifies the effectiveness of ramp loss in learning to rank problems. Best to our knowledge, this is the first work to make use of ramp loss in the learning to rank task.
As future work, we plan to theoretically analyze the selective pairwise approach. We also aim to develop a listwise online learning to rank algorithm that directly optimizes IR evaluation measures while matching the training speed of existing online learning to rank algorithms.
